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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.1.13 

 

General 

 CSIG-ABZJJ9 - Inserted notes under Activities were incorrectly displayed in maximized order procedures. 

 AFOG-ACYEAL - MONITOR could during certain circumstances shut down with a program error 
StackHash/StackCorruption in ntdll.dll, kernelbase.dll or ole32.dll when you had sent e-mail or dragged 
and dropped a file from Outlook. Outlook and MONITOR stopped responding if you dragged and dropped a 
XML file to MONITOR (MONITOR-to-MONITOR) and then tried to use e-mail integration. 

 JEDS-AD3F4Z - E-mails with several rows of activity text didn’t have any line breaks if you sent them from 
any of the Activities tab. 

 AFOG-ADMAVP - It wasn’t possible to use the scroll wheel over serial numbers with sorting based on part 
number in the Product Register List procedure, if there were many serial numbers for the same part. 

 FOHN-ADMCCP - The phrase "Apport" is changed to "Web-TA" on several places in MONITOR. 

 FOHN-ADMHSU - The phrase "Unifaun" is changed to "Unifaun Online" on several places in MONITOR. 

Manufacturing 

 SWIO-A8ZJ3M - Synchronize with Preparation in the Adding / Replanning procedure caused a program 
error if you left duplicate operation numbers with linked material. 

 JLÖR-ABSAPW - If you copied Work Center to Selection in the Work Center List procedure, the id was 
added instead of the Work Center code. 

 JLÖR-ADBA2G - A column for Position is added in the Pick List (Manufacturing) procedure. 

Purchase 

 JEDS-AAXAL6 - If you changed period by using drop down in the Import EDI Order Responses 
procedure, period could be incorrectly displayed in the Quantity field. 

 GÅNY-ABRFTZ - We have improved the message that is displayed when you make SEPA payments by file 
and the sender account is incorrect. The improved message tells that you need to delete the payment and 
create it again. 

 GÅNY-ABRGQR - It’s no longer possible to change a due date in the payment suggestion if the date gets an 
earlier date than the Voucher date. 

 LREM-ACUDUS - If you registered a supplier invoice by dragging and dropping a XML file and had the 
setting "Suggested exchange rate during registration" set on Rate according to invoice date, the invoice 
was after all registered with current rate. 

 AKWK-AD5BX8 - It was possible to report a larger quantity than ordered in the Multiple locations window in 
the Arrival Reporting procedure. 

 SSÖG-AD6G6K - During certain circumstances weren’t Purchase forecast rows included in the Print EDI 
Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 PFLN-AD7CXC - If the Setting "Possibility to activate receiving inspection on order row during arrival 
reporting" activated it wasn’t possible to perform extra inspections outside the interval, if the part or 
supplier had interval receiving inspection set. 
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 FOHN-AD7D36 - It wasn’t possible to arrival report an order row in the Bar Code Arrival Reporting 
procedure if you had changed the supplier’s part number on the part between the order registration and 
the arrival reporting. 

 LAHM-ADBF6N - News: An Exception account for ISO/EU payments in the Update Supplier procedure is 
added. This account will be used for confirmation of payments. 

 SHYS-ADRKR6 - This applies to the payment format SEPA in Lithuania: Now it’s possible to set which 

account the bank charge shall be withdrawn from when making foreign payments. A new code Allocation 
code bank charge is added in the Payment info window in the Update Supplier procedure. This is default 
set the same as the Allocation code, but can be changed if you want the Bank charge to charge the Deposit 
account or Currency account. 

Sales 

 LSTC-AC2B75 - The reasonability check of excess reporting didn’t block reporting in the Delivery 
Reporting procedure and the Delivery List procedure sorted on customer code. 

 SSÖG-AC7J2V - A completely unchanged ordered quantity within Frozen time during import in the Import 
EDI Delivery Schedules procedure created an unnecessary log post with id 174 in the Historical Events 
procedure. 

 AKWK-ACUK5U - It wasn’t possible to change unit on customer order rows in the Delivery Reporting 
procedure if you selected "New record" or reported several orders in a row. 

 CSIG-ACVBDQ - The adaptation 213 "MONITOR Customer Order Transfer" didn’t work if the Setting 
"Activate blanket order (purchase)" activated and also the transfer setting "Create purchase order in sales 
company" activated. 

 FOHN-ACWAEV - The Extra info setting "Block EDI import if no customer/part link exists?" in the Update 
Customer procedure highlighted Part number in yellow during import in the Import EDI Delivery 
Schedules procedure, even if the settings were correct. 

 FOHN-ACYAER - News: A new section for Customs duty with a Currency field is implemented in on the 
Extra information tab in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. The currency from the Company 
Info procedure will be used, but can be edited if you use export with format number 183 - "Dispatch 
advice to Unifaun Online (XML)". 

 MSVK-ACYBVK - This applies to systems used in China. It wasn’t possible to display list type Log in the 
Invoicing Log procedure if you selected to display currencies. 

 LREM-AD4HFM - This only applies to systems used in Poland. A credit invoice on a Comprehensive invoice 
displayed negative quantity even if you had made a credit of the price. 

 LREM-AD6JC9 - This only applies to systems used in Poland. Credit invoices displayed order number from a 
Comprehensive invoice as "new rows" in the section "After adjustment". 

 FOHN-AD784G - News: A new setting "Warn for picking deviations in Pick List EDI" is added, that gives 
you a warning if picked quantity and quantity on the package rows on in Edit package deviates. 

 FOHN-AD7ASY - E-mail addresses were only displayed with maximum 35 characters in export format 183 
from the Print Shipping Documents procedure. Now the e-mail address is extended to maximum 80 

characters. 

 LAHM-ADDFVX - If you had delivery schedules and used Pro forma from Customer order, you couldn’t print 
a new Pro forma when you had imported a new delivery schedule. 

 CSIG-ADDHYH - If you had changed a discount rate on a customer order, the original discount was 
incorrectly displayed on the form Changed order confirmation. Since the form displayed incorrect number 
of decimals, only a part of the first digit was displayed. 

Machine Integration 

 MZEL-ADAB3K - If an employee is set to use Machine integration (supplement), this employee cannot use 
the Recording Terminal procedure or the Group Recording procedure. 
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Accounting 

 GÅNY-AA9DAJ - If you had a customer order with an invoicing plan but no order rows linked to a Project, 
no incomes were displayed in the Project Summary procedure. This occurred if you linked from the 
incomes on the Planned tab for the registered project. 

 GÅNY-ACFBS5 - Agent run of the Project Summary procedure with default values didn’t work properly. 

 SHYS-ACYBDS - This applies to systems used in Poland: Now you can select on several dates in the Search 
form in the Print VAT Report procedure. The Consecutive no will be displayed in an own column in list 
type Purchase, the Detailed list. 

 SHYS-ACYJTK - This only affects systems used in Poland. If you changed supplier to another supplier than 
on the order while registering a supplier invoice, the invoice wasn’t displayed in the Adjust VAT Register 
procedure, with the alternative adjust VAT code / VAT type. 

 SHYS-ACYKA4 - This only applies to systems used in Poland. We have added more selection alternatives in 
the Adjust VAT Register procedure. The new selection alternatives in the list type Sales are: Customer 
code, VAT date, Invoice date, VAT code (only list type Adjust VAT code / VAT type). Following selection 
alternatives are added in list type Purchase: Supplier code, VAT date, Invoice date, Voucher date, VAT code 
(only list type Adjust VAT code / VAT type) and VAT type (only list type Adjust VAT code / VAT type). 

 SHÖD-AD5JQE - This applies to the Project summary in Finnish, list type Cost/income. The Finnish word 
for Cost didn’t have enough space in the field. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 SHÖD-AA2F5M - If you cancelled a forwarding of an invoice in the Authorize Supplier Invoices procedure, 
the event was logged as forwarded anyway. 

 LREM-AC9GLK - Now it’s possible to open signed (write protected) PDF files in EIM. 

 SHÖD-AD5H7Q - The text on stamps changed font size when you forwarded the supplier invoice for 
authorization. This applies to systems with the supplement EIM. 
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